This paper presents a detailed convective forecast accuracy analysis at center and sector levels. The study is aimed to provide more meaningful forecast verification measures to aviation community, as well as to obtain useful information leading to the improvements in the weather translation capacity models.
In general, the vast majority of forecast verification efforts over past decades have been on the calculation of traditional standard verification measure scores over forecast and observation data analyses onto grids. These verification measures based on the binary classification have been applied in quality assurance of weather forecast products at the national level for many years. Our research focuses on the forecast at the center and sector levels. We calculate the standard forecast verification measure scores for en-route air traffic centers and sectors first, followed by conducting the forecast validation analysis and related verification measures for weather intensities and locations at centers and sectors levels. An approach to improve the prediction of sector weather coverage by multiple sector forecasts is then developed. The weather severe intensity assessment was carried out by using the correlations between forecast and actual weather observation airspace coverage. The weather forecast accuracy on horizontal location was assessed by examining the forecast errors. The improvement in prediction of weather coverage was determined by the correlation between actual sector weather coverage and prediction.
The analysis was accomplished by using observed and forecasted Convective Weather Avoidance Model (CWAM) data collected from June to September in 2007. CWAM zero-minute forecast data with aircraft avoidance probability of 60% and 80% are used as the actual weather observation. All forecast measurements are based on 30-minute, 60-minute, 90-minute, and 120-minute forecasts with the same avoidance probabilities.
The forecast accuracy analysis for times under one-hour showed that the errors in intensity and location for center forecast are relatively low. For example, 1-hour forecast intensity and horizontal location errors for ZDC center were about 0.12 and 0.13. However, the correlation between sector 1-hour forecast and actual weather coverage was weak, for sector ZDC32, about 32% of the total variation of observation weather intensity was unexplained by forecast; the sector horizontal location error was about 0.10.
The paper also introduces an approach to estimate the sector three-dimensional actual weather coverage by using multiple sector forecasts, which turned out to produce better predictions. Using Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) model for this approach, the correlations between actual observation and the multiple sector forecast model prediction improved by several percents at 95% confidence level in comparison with single sector forecast.
Introduction
Flight delays have been a serious problem in the National Airspace System (NAS) for many years. Statistics shows that approximately 70% of the delays are attributed to weather and up to two third of weather delays could be avoidable [1] . Severe convective weather accounts for a significant fraction of these delays. Because of the significant economic losses caused by these delays, there is a need to improve the air traffic flow management (TFM) operations.
TFM manages air traffic flow to balance the air traffic demand against en route airspace capacity that has been reduced by convective weather. During severe weather, TFM may perform advanced airspace management planning. For example, the air traffic controllers may ask flights to hold or to change routes to stay clear of weather to maintain safety. Currently, most weather support to TFM is done manually, with weather displays that must be interpreted by air traffic managers and controllers. Since the inaccurate estimate of the reduction of sector capacities often 2.B.2-2 produces unnecessary delays, it is vital to develop automated decision support tools based on the reliable models to translate weather forecast information into its impacts on airspace.
Efforts have been made during the past several years to characterize the dynamic capacity during convective weather based on short-term and longterm forecasts. Several algorithms translating weather forecast information into appropriate TFM constraints, such as sector dynamic capacity [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , have been developed. These algorithms are based on concepts, ranging from simple weather precipitation intensity coverage in sector to more complex methods utilizing weather intensity and location information in sector, air traffic patterns, and traffic flows. Given the uncertainty associated with forecast of the weather intensity and location, one might wonder if more sophisticated models would always produce better estimates of dynamic sector capacity than simpler ones. In other words, forecast uncertainty bounds must be taken into accounts in estimates and predictions.
The weather forecast uncertainty directly affects the accuracy of the predicted dynamic sector capacity. The forecast verification efforts over the past few decades have been focused on the calculation of traditional standard verification measure scores over forecast and observation data analyses onto grids [8] [9] [10] . These verification measures are based on binary classification and have been applied in quality assurance of weather forecast products at the national level for many years. These measures are often difficult to interpret in meaningful physical terms, and are insufficient to determine the accuracy of forecast on weather intensity and location at air traffic center and sector levels.
In this paper, the standard forecast verification measure scores computed using the binary classification method for en-route air traffic centers and sectors are presented. The enhanced measures to evaluate the accuracy and errors of deterministic weather forecast upon the weather severity, weather location, and timing of weather intensity at center and sector levels were discussed. An approach to improve the prediction of sector weather coverage by using multiple sector forecasts was analyzed. The paper is organized as follows. A brief review of the Convective Weather Avoidance Model (CWAM) weather forecast and the descriptions of forecast verification mechanics and evaluation measures used for forecast evaluation are provided in section 2. The results using these forecast evaluation measures at air traffic centers are presented in section 3. Section 4 reports the results on CWAM forecast evaluations for sectors. An approach for improving sector weather forecast coverage accuracy by using forecast in multiple sectors is presented in section 5. Finally, conclusion remarks are provided in Section 6.
Forecast Evaluation Methodology

CWAM Forecast Data
CWAM is developed using the Corridor Integrated Weather System (CIWS), a product of MIT Lincoln Laboratory (LL) [11] . CIWS combines data from dozens of weather radars with satellite data, surface observations, and numerical weather models in order to improve the accuracy and timeliness of storm severity information. It provides automated, real-time, high spatial resolution (about 1km), three-dimensional forecast information of storms at a 5-minute update rate. CIWS data includes precipitation measured by the vertically integrated liquid (VIL) and the (storm) echo tops forecast. CIWS is used for air traffic en route control tactical planning with 0-120 minute forecast lead time and in forecast increments of 15 minutes. A study on CIWS accuracy at forecasting regions of storm reflectivity has been published recently [2, 12] .
Based on CIWS, LL has developed the Convective Weather Avoidance Model (CWAM). CWAM models the flight deviation behavior around severe weather as a function of reflectivity level and echo tops [13] and translates convective weather information from CIWS data into Weather Avoidance Field (WAF) at each flight altitude level. The WAF provides an estimate of the probability of aircraft deviation around severe weather in en route airspace as a function of horizontal location. For each of the WAF files, the data include high spatial resolution weather polygons of predicted aircraft avoidance with different probability thresholds, such as 60% or 80%, for each of the flight levels from 25000 ft (FL250) up to 45000 ft (FL450), in 1000 ft increments. The CWAM data include forecasted WAFs from 0 to 2 hours with a 15 minutes forecast interval and an update rate of 5 minutes. The weather information used in this paper is from the initial
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Convective Weather Avoidance Model, CWAM1. CWAM2 and CWAM3 versions were developed by LL, the performance of the two models varied slightly from CWAM1, especially on horizontal levels [12, 14] .
We select a representative CWAM 60% or 80% deviation probability threshold to covert the corresponding WAFs into a deterministic forecast and then use a forecast evaluation approach that is similar to previous studies of deterministic weather forecasts. CWAM weather data from June to September in 2007 is used for this study. CWAM zero-minute forecast data with 60% and 80% aircraft avoidance probabilities are used as the actual weather observation and all forecast measurements are based on same avoidance probability CWAM forecasts at 30-minute, 60-minute, 90-minute, and 120-minute time horizons.
Standard Forecast Verification Measures
The quality assessment on the performance of convective weather forecast products has been ongoing for many years. Over the past decades, a number of studies have been conducted to evaluate the forecast accuracy of the aviation convective weather products using traditional standard forecast verification measures. The standard statistical verification measures are computed from a basic 2X2 contingency table, Table 1 , for a dichotomous evaluation (e.g., "Yes"/"No"). The "Yes"/"No" forecast/observation pairs are used to create the statistics in the study. Elements in the cells are the pixel counts of forecast-observation pairs. The method adopts the concept of binary classification in which the forecasts and the actual weather observations are compared pixel by pixel on a high-resolution grid in the specific horizontal region for analysis. All grid pixels in the region were initially assigned either a "Yes" or a "No" value as follows: for a forecast, a "Yes" pixel on the grid designates that it has intersection with any part of the weather forecast polygons, whereas a "No" means otherwise; for an observation, pixels on the grid with a "Yes" value indicate the actual weather observation area, whereas a "No" indicates no weather was observed. A true positive pixel of forecast is assigned if the pixel is a "Yes" pixel for both forecast and observation and a true negative pixel of forecast assigned if the pixel is a "No" pixel for both forecast and observation. The True Positive pixel counts, denoted as YY, are calculated as the total true positive pixels of forecasts in the region. The True Negative pixel counts, NN, are computed as the total true negative pixels of forecasts. The False Positive (YN) is then equal to the number of total "Yes" forecast pixels minus the YY. The False Negative (NY) is the difference between the total observation "Yes" pixels and the YY. The total number of pixels in the region on the grid, denoted as N, is the sum of YY, YN, NY and NN.
Using the dichotomous forecast statistics generated in Table 1 , some frequently used forecast verification measures are described briefly below. More information about these measures can be found in [15] [16] [17] [18] 
Forecast Evaluation Measures for Intensity and Location
The forecast evaluation developed in this paper focuses on the capacity prediction accuracy for centers and sectors during severe weather. The existing models for translating en route convective weather forecasts into weather impacted airspace capacities rely on the accuracy of forecast of the weather intensities and weather locations [5] [6] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . The standard verification measures give statistical tools to evaluate the forecast and compare different forecast products. However, the measures do not provide quantitative values on the accuracy of forecast intensity and location in terms of errors. The forecast evaluation methods described in this subsection are used to verify the accuracy of forecast of the weather intensity and location quantitatively at center and sector levels.
For many years, sector weather coverage has been used as a measure of weather intensity to estimate reduction in airspace capacity. The evaluation measures of convective weather observation coverage (OWC), weather forecast coverage (FWC), and Forecast Bias rate (BR) are used to score the forecast accuracy on weather intensity qualitatively. Higher values of weather coverage indicate worse weather in a sector. To evaluate the forecast intensity accuracies quantitatively, the correlation between FWC and OWC is used to calculate the forecast intensity errors. The correlation might provide not only the knowledge on the forecast intensity accuracies in the airspaces but also the prediction accuracy of the airspace capacity using forecast weather coverage method.
To study the impact of forecast location accuracy on airspace sector capacity predictions alone, we can examine the cases in which forecast weather intensity is assumed to be as same as the actual weather intensity in the airspace. Since comparison of high resolution (1-mile) forecast pixels to observation pixels can be affected by small variations in weather location that are not of concern to air traffic management operation, a revised YY, denoted as YY 20 , was used to evaluate the forecast accuracy for the horizontal location. Based on the same forecast and observation weather "Yes" /"No" grids, the true positive counts, YY 20 , of binary classification were re-calculated using a distance threshold of 20 miles between the forecast and observation "Yes" pixels in a given airspace (a center or a sector). A true positive forecast was assigned to a "Yes" forecast pixel if any observation "Yes" pixels in the same sector or center could be detected within 20 miles of its location. Likewise, a true positive observation was assigned to a "Yes" observation pixel if its distance to any forecast pixels in the same sector or center is within 20 miles. The 2.B.2-5 true positive counts, YY 20 , is defined as the minimum of the total true positive pixels of forecasts and the total true positive pixels of observations in a center or a sector to avoid double counting. Obviously, YY is never greater than YY 20 . The corresponding false positive YN 20 is equal to the number of total "Yes" forecast pixels in the sector or center minus YY 20 . The false negative NY 20 is the difference between the total observation "Yes" pixels in the sector or center and YY 20 A LER value of 0 indicates that forecasts match actual observations within 20 miles and a LER value of 1 means that the all forecasts are more than 20 miles from weather observations. The LER values give the inaccuracy of the forecast horizontal location to the observation in the airspace. For evaluations of the forecast location accuracies using airspace FLE, only those data where the BR values are in the range of 0.9 and 1.1 were collected and analyzed in this study. This BR requirement is to ensure that the forecast weather intensity is close to the actual weather intensity in the airspace so that LER would depend on the location accuracy only.
Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis between forecast and actual weather coverage was used to evaluate the center and sector forecast accuracy on weather intensity. The strength of the linear relationship between the weather forecast and actual weather observation is described by the Pearson correlation coefficient r and 95% confidence lower and upper bounds. The confidence bounds of the correlation are based on an asymptotic normal distribution of 0.5*log((1+ r)/(1-r)) assumption, with an approximate variance equal to 1/(n-3). The r l and r u denote lower and upper bounds for a 95% confidence interval, respectively. These bounds would be accurate for large samples when the two variables have multivariate normal distributions. A Pearson correlation greater than .8 is generally considered as strong whereas a correlation of less than .5 is generally treated as weak. As an example, if r = .80, then r 2 = .64, which means that 64% of the total variation in the actual weather can be explained by the forecast using a linear relationship. The other 36% of the total variation of actual weather remains unexplained by forecast. In this paper, 1-r 2 has been used to measure the weather intensity error for the forecast quantitatively.
The Spearman's rank correlation coefficient ρ was also used for evaluating the nonlinear relationship between forecast and observation. The 95% confidence interval (CI) around the sample Spearman correlation was constructed and derived from 5000 "non-parametric" bootstrap samples of observed frequency distribution of the estimates.
Evaluations of CWAM Forecast for Centers
The forecast analysis is based on the CWAM data collected from the five centers in northeast region of US. The five centers are Chicago (ZAU), Washington (ZDC), Indianapolis (ZID), New York (ZNY), and Cleveland center (ZOB).
Standard Forecast Verification Measures
The average summaries of standard verification measures are computed using CWAM data on ten bad weather days (6/12, 7/09, 7/10, 7/11, 7/17, 7/18, 7/19, 7/19 and 8/9) during the convective season of 2007. The verification measure scores are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 for 60-minute and 120-minute forecasts respectively. The measures are calculated using the same 60% avoidance probability at FL300 on the grid of 1X1 mile pixels. Tables 2 and 3 indicate two general trends. First, there is over-forecasting in all cases (BR>1). Second, for any particular center, both the forecast weather coverage (FWC) and Bias Rate (BR) show little change in different time horizons. For all other verification measures, the scores in Table 3 are worse than that in Table 2 , meaning that short term forecast are more accurate as compared to long term ones. That is, we have a better estimate about what the weather will be in 1 hour than that in 2 hours. Table 5 lists the standard verification measures for ZDC center using 120-minute forecast with 60% threshold on the grids with different pixel sizes. For large pixel size (10X10 or 20X20 miles) case, the "Yes" /"No" pixels are assigned using the score box definitions from Figure 2-3 in [2] : a large "Yes" pixel (e.g. for 20X20 mile grid) is assigned if the numbers of 1X1 mile "Yes" pixels in the large size pixel are greater than 16 (about 4% of the total 1X1 mile pixels); a "No" means otherwise. As the pixel size increases, the standard verification measure scores improve. Since the OWC are higher for the larger size grid, the actual observation coverage accuracy for the forecast verification is somewhat reduced if the resolution of CWAM observation is about 1 mile. For the subsequent comparisons investigated in this study, we limit our CWAM forecast evaluations on the 1-mile scale. 
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Forecast Accuracy on Weather Intensity
The results of weather intensity forecast accuracy for ZDC are described in this subsection. Figure 1 displays the ZDC center BR histograms at FL300 (CWAM with avoidance probability of 60% and 80%) for 30-minute, 60-minute, 90-minute, and 120-minute forecasts. The center BR for longer 2.B.2-7 forecast times are spread more widely from 1, indicating deterioration in forecast intensity accuracy.
Center Bias Rate
It also shows that the forecast intensity accuracy for 60% is better than that for 80%.
Figure 1. Center ZDC BR Histograms for Different CWAM Forecast Times with 60% and 80%
Avoidance Probability, Respectively
Correlation between FWC and OWC
The correlations between forecast and observed weather coverage of ZDC at FL300 using CWAM with avoidance probability of 60% and 80% for different forecast time horizons are listed in Table 6 and Table 7 , respectively. The Pearson correlations are displayed by the correlation coefficient r, 95% confidence lower, r l , and upper bounds, r u , and 1-r 2 .
The Spearman's rank correlations ρ and 95%
confidence intervals of the rank correlations are also listed in Tables 6 and 7 . Table 6 shows that about 5%, 12%, 21%, and 34% of the total variation of actual weather intensity (using 1-r 2 ) are unexplained for 30-minute, 60-minute, 90-minute, and 120-minute forecasts with a 60% aircraft avoidance probability, respectively. The correlation, even though all strong (>0.8), tends to be significantly weaker (at a 95% confidence level) as forecast time horizons increase. The strong correlations reflect a strong degree of linear relationship between forecast and observation weather coverage. Table 7 shows that about 9%, 17%, 26%, and 38% forecast intensity errors for the forecast times of 2.B.2-8 30-minutes, 60-minutes, 90-minutes, and 120-minute using 80% avoidance probability, respectively. From Tables 6 and 7 , one can observe that longer term forecasts produce weaker correlations between forecast and observation coverage, also the lower avoidance probabilities are associated with the better correlations, even though all the correlations are seemingly strong. This also holds for other centers we studied. Figure 2 displays the ZDC center CSI histograms at FL300 for CWAM forecasts with avoidance probability of 60% and 80% and 30-minute, 60-minute, 90-minute, and 120-minute time intervals. When the CSI value is closer to 1, it indicates better forecast intensity and location accuracies qualitatively. Figure 2 clearly reveals the same pattern as shown in section 3.2.2, i.e., with longer-term forecasts producing worse CSI scores, worse forecast in weather intensity and location accuracy. These conclusions apply to the forecasts of other centers as well. Table 8 lists the average values of ZDC center Forecast Location Error Rate, denoted as LER, at FL300 for forecasts of 30-minute, 60-minute, 90-minute, and 120-minute time intervals with 60% and 80% aircraft avoidance probabilities, respectively. As mentioned before, the data were filtered by the requirement of 0.9<BR<1.1. Table 8 shows that, on average, about 9%, 13%, 18%, and 25% of forecast locations were off by more than 20 miles from actual observations for forecast times of 30-minute, 60-minute, 90-minute, and 120-minute, respectively, using 60% aircraft avoidance probability. It also reveals that the drift between forecast and actual weather is higher for 80% avoidance probability than that for the 60% case. 
Forecast Accuracy on Horizontal Weather Positions
Center CSI
Center Forecast Location Error Rate
Forecast Evaluation at Sector-level
The forecast analysis for several high-altitude sectors that have high demand and are impacted by high-frequency weather events is described in the follow subsections. The list of sectors follows: Chicago Center sector 83 (ZAU83), Washington Center sector 32 (ZDC32), Indianapolis Center sector 66(ZID66), New York Center sector 42 (ZNY42), and Cleveland Center sector 66 (ZOB66).
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Standard Forecast Verification Measures
The analysis is conducted using 60% avoidance probability CWAM data at FL300. The result is a summary of verification measure scores based on the data collected in August, 2007. The measures for 60-minute and 120-minute forecasts are calculated on the 1X1 mile grid and listed in Table 9 and Table 10 respectively.
The results show the same pattern reported in section 3.1 for centers, i.e., for any particular sector, 60-minute and 120-minute forecasts produce very similar average values of the forecast weather coverage (FWC) and Bias Rate (BR), and overforecasting for all sectors. For all other measures, the scores in Table 10 are worse than that in Table 9 . The forecast quality is getting worse as the forecast time getting longer. Table 11 shows the average verification measure scores computed using the CWAM 120-minute forecast with 80% deviation threshold at FL300 flight level. Compared with Table 10 , the scores are worse in most cases. Table 12 lists the verification measures for ZDC32 from the same 120-minute CWAM forecast with 60% threshold using grids with different pixel sizes. As the pixel size increases, the OWC and CSI measure scores increase significantly. Figure 3 displays the ZDC32 sector BR histograms at FL300 (CWAM avoidance probability of 60% and 80%) for 30-minute, 60-minute, 90-minute, and 120-minute forecasts. Figure 3 indicates the worsened intensity forecast accuracies for longer forecast time horizons. It also illustrates that the forecast intensity accuracy for 60% avoidance probability is better than that for 80% avoidance probability. These patterns also hold for other sectors. 
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Forecast Accuracy on Weather Intensity
Sector Bias Rate
Correlation between FWC and OWC
The correlations between forecast and observation weather coverage of ZDC32 sector at FL300 using CWAM with 60% and 80% avoidance probability for different forecast times are listed in Table 13 and Table 14 , respectively.
Once again, the same trend is observed in Tables 13 and 14 , namely that longer-term forecasts and higher avoidance probabilities produce a lower correlation between forecast and observation coverage. However, when compared with Washington Center (ZDC) in Tables 6 and 7 , both the linear and nonlinear correlations are poorer. For sector ZDC32, about 32% and 39% of the total variation of actual weather intensity are unexplained by the 1-hour forecast using 60% and 80% aircraft avoidance probabilities, respectively. The correlations between 60-minute forecasts and observation weather coverage using CWAM 60% and 80% avoidance probabilities for several other high-demands and high-altitude sectors are listed in Tables 15 and 16 , respectively. Poor forecast intensity accuracy occurred for these sectors as well. This underscores the challenge to provide accurate and useful weather forecasts for smaller areas. Figure 4 displays the ZDC32 sector CSI histograms at FL300 for CWAM (60% and 80% avoidance probability) forecast times of 30-minute, 60-minute, 90-minute, and 120-minute. The figure shows again that as the time horizon extends out, the forecasts of weather intensity and location accuracy become worse. The same conclusions are true for other sectors as well. Table 17 lists the average of ZDC32 sector forecast Location Error Rate (LER) values for CWAM (avoidance probability of 60% and 80% at FL300) forecast times of 30-minute, 60-minute, 90-minute, and 120-minute. As stated before, the data were filtered to include only those having sector FB values between 0.9 and 1.1 only. Table 17 illustrates that on average, about 7%, 10%, 14%, and 15% of forecast locations differ from the actual observations by more than 20 miles in ZDC32 for forecast times of 30-minutes, 60-minutes, 90-minutes, and 120-minutes, respectively, using CWAM avoidance probabilities of 60%. The average forecast location errors are smaller than the corresponding errors in Table 8 for ZDC center. This is understandable because the location errors of forecast and actual weather are limited by the sector boundary.
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CWAM Forecast Accuracy on Weather Horizontal Positions for Sectors
Sector CSI
Sector Forecast Horizontal Location Error Rate
The average forecast location error LER of several other sectors using 60-minute forecast and observation data with the sector FB values between 0.9 and 1.1 are listed in Table 18 for 60% and 80% aircraft avoidance probabilities, respectively. The table shows forecast locations differed from the actual weather by more than 20 miles ranged from 8 to 14% for 60% avoidance probability forecast. 
Quality Assessment of CWAM Forecast Times
To illustrate the differences between the convective forecast times and actual weather times,
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sector weather intensities were traced by both 120-minute forecast weather coverage (FWC) and the actual observation (OWC) at FL300. Figures 5 and 6 show the time series of the weather coverage of sector ZAU83, ZDC32, ZID66, and ZOB66 with CWAM flight avoidance probabilities of 60% and 80% respectively. In Figures 5 and 6 , Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) is displayed in minutes on the x-axis, ranging from 0 to 1440; the sector weather intensities for forecast FWC (red lines) and observed weather OWC (blue line) are on the y-axis, ranging from 0 to 1. Figures 5 and 6 show the forecasts differ from the actual weather, sometimes the two have a time-lagged correlation; and for the cases examined, one tendency seems clear, i.e., the forecast is always more severe than the actual weather is. 
The time distributions in
Sector Observed Weather Coverage Predicted by Multiple Sector Forecasts
Sector Weather Coverage Index
Airspace convective weather coverage has been used by traffic controllers to estimate the traffic reduction for many years. The 3D convective weather coverage was originally proposed by taking into account the forecasted echo tops at different flight levels in CWAM [24] . The CWAM weather area at a flight level with a given aircraft deviation probability threshold in a sector was used for the weather coverage at that altitude. At each level, the ratio of the coverage in a sector to the sector area, S w, can be calculated. The 3-D sector convective Weather Coverage Index (WCI) is then the average of weather coverage for all flight levels inside a sector:
Here nFL w k / 1 = is a constant, and nFL is the total number of flight levels separated by 1000 ft in the sector. The WCI's range is from 0 to 1, where 0 means no weather in the sector and the value of 1 indicates a complete coverage by weather.
The WCI can be used as a model to translate weather forecast into air traffic and sector capacity. The errors of sector capacity predictions are mainly caused by the inaccuracy of forecast which can be estimated by the correlations between weather forecast coverage, WCI f , and observation coverage, WCI o , for a sector [23] . Table 19 and 20 list the Pearson correlations for different forecast time horizons and sectors with aircraft avoidance probability of 60% and 80%. The results correspond to our previous findings that longer-term forecasts have lower WCI correlations, and that lower avoidance probabilities have WCI higher correlation. The correlation between WCI f and WCI o ranged from 0.6 to 0.7 for 2 hour predictions with 60% aircraft avoidance probability. That means more than 50% of 120-minute forecasts may not have the precision to be really useful. Therefore, in order to use WCI weather translation models in TFM operations one has to improve the prediction for the sector observation weather coverage, especially for 120-minute horizons. 
An Approach to Improve Sector Observed WCI Prediction
The forecast evaluation of airspace intensity errors from section 3 and 4 indicates that the correlation between weather forecast and observation coverage for a center is much better than that for an individual sector. Hence the prediction of a sector actual observation WCI o could be improved by using not only the sector forecast coverage but also to take into account of the forecast coverage for adjacent sectors.
The sector observed actual 3D weather coverage was determined by the Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) model using multiple sectors (n) 3D forecast coverage as, 
WCI
can be compared with the correlations between WCI o and WCI f for the same sector using the same test data. To validate the results, tenfold cross-validation and paired t-test were used in this paper to compare the two prediction methods.
In tenfold cross-validation the data was first partitioned into 10 equally (or nearly equally) sized segments or folds. Subsequently, 10 iterations of training and validation were performed such that within each iteration a different fold of the data was held out for validation test while the remaining 9 folds were used for MLR process training to compute p α and β . The constructed MLR model and using single sector forecast were then applied to make predictions about the sector actual weather coverage. The accuracy of each was defined by the correlation analysis between the predictions and the observations in the test fold. The paired statistical hypothesis tests, paired Student's t-test, were performed for the assessment of the statistical significances for the difference of two methods obtained through crossvalidation.
To illustrate this approach, the results for ZDC32 are shown below. The WCI o of ZDC32 and 2-hour forecast WCI f of ZDC32 with 8 adjacent sectors (ZDC04, ZDC12, ZDC16, ZDC36, ZDC52, ZTL33, ZTL42, and ZTL43) were collected using CWAM data with 60% aircraft avoidance probability from July to August in 2007. Tenfold group crossvalidation was used for the MLR model validation. The data were randomly divided into 10 groups with similar sample sizes. In cross-validation, a MLR model was constructed, each time by dropping a different group of the data and applying the MLR to the remaining 9 groups of data. The one being dropped was used to test the MLR model. At the end of this procedure, 10 predictions assembled from the dropped cases are compared with the observed target, ZDC32 WCI o, and the correlations between the MLR predictions and the targets were computed. The correlation between ZDC32 WCI f and ZDC32 WCI o was also calculated for the 10 individual testing groups (labeled as "Single" in the following tables). For a tenfold cross-validation, the correlation results are listed in Table 21 . As expected the results show that the correlations between the ZDC32 observation weather coverage and nine sector 2-hour forecast MLR predictions are all better than the ones using single ZDC32 2-hour forecast for all 10 cases. Using paired sample t-test to test a null hypothesis that the sample comes from the same normal distribution, resulted in a p-value is about 0.000008. This test rejects the null hypothesis at the default 0.05 significance level, namely the MLR prediction of the actual weather coverage is notably better than that by using the ZDC32 forecast along at least at the 95% confidence level. To ensure the randomness of 10 group selection, the process was repeated for 100 times. All
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p-values are much less than 0.05 with an average of 0.00016; the repeated experiments for different tenfold cross-validation produced the similar results, which certifies our previous conclusion, even with 50% errors from exact p-value [25] . However the correlation using adjacent sector forecast coverage MLR model is still not strong; the improvement for the correlation is only about 6%.
Concluding Remarks
This paper presents standard forecast verification measure scores for weather intensities and locations at center and sector levels. It also presents an approach to improve the prediction of sector weather coverage by multiple sector forecasts. The weather intensity (weather severity) assessment was carried out by using the correlations between forecast and actual weather observation airspace coverage. The weather forecast horizontal location accuracy was evaluated by forecast location errors. The improvement on prediction of weather coverage was determined by the correlation between actual sector weather coverage and prediction. The forecast evaluation and analysis was accomplished by using actual and forecast Convective Weather Avoidance Model data from June through September of 2007.
For forecast times under one-hour, the errors in forecast of weather intensity and location in centers are relatively low. The study showed that the 1-hours forecast intensity and horizontal location errors were about 0.12 and 0.13 for 60% aircraft avoidance probability forecast. We found that the correlations between sector 1-hour forecast and actual weather coverage were not strong, the sector forecast intensity errors ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 for 60% avoidance probability and 0.4 to 0.7 for 80%; the horizontal location errors were relatively small, under 0.15 for 60% avoidance probability and under 0.2 for 80%.
The paper also introduces an approach to estimate the sector three-dimensional actual weather coverage by using multiple sector forecasts which turned out to produce better prediction. Using MLR model for this approach, the correlations between actual observation and the model prediction can be significantly improved by several percents at 95% confidence level.
